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;Aben we spec of trends, we must think in terms of direction.

Directions may go toward either the good or the bad, or they may

do both. As in fact they do both in adult reading today.

Trends may also encompass various *epee's of a subject, such

an Administration, programs, teaching teChAques, research projects

and methods of pvomotion. In adult reading they are at work it all

of these areas.

At their worsts the current trends remind to of * short oon

versation that took place during my graduate school days in a

course on teats and measurements. A student had asked the professor

just Which way the testing movement was going. The professor, a very

eminent man in the field, replied that it was going to hell and it

was going there very fast.

Well, ladies and gentlemen, the same can be said for some of

the worst trends in adult reading. At their beet, there are many

trends in the field that are excellent. But at their wsrst they

are like the little girl in Longfellow poem, they are absolutely

horrid.

The worst of the trends in adult reading stem largely from

Shady promotioni, This promotion in tuft appears to have arisen

from someone's discovery that one can earn a good deal of money

from adult reading. This discovery has resulted in several un.

fortunate promotional attemOi of which two might be mentioned.
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a home study course that was assemtled by an

et,:rocative of a publishing concern and was marketed through the

rook of Uhe YJonth Club a few years ago. The course itself was

nothing remarkable. It was the sort of thing that might have

been taugA in the earlier adult reading courses -- particularly

those that appeared right after World War II. Its biggest in-

structional weakness was simply the fact that it was outdated, at

tho tune it appeared. The author showed an obvious lack of

kliowlede of any developments in the field that had taken place

thmu:t 1950's. The program came on to the market in 1960.
140 94NtAiN

There was nothing unusual in t attirst. It simply ap-

-neared to be one of many second-rate programs that were then coming

On the market every once in a while. Admittedly these programs

are not the best available, still they are at least honest.

:what made this program different was the fact that it was

advertised as being the reading program of Columbia University.

The .7ook of the Month Club took full page advertisements in such

newspapers as the 'ew Uork Times. In it they proclaiMed that this

as the program that Columbia University offered to its students

and to the geleral nublic.

Now the fact of the matter is that Columbia University does

not have a reading program. It does not have a reading center

or reading clinic for its undergraduate students, and no branch of

the University offers any such courses to the general public. This

T3achers College. There is a remedial reading course in

writing and reading. It is offered to students in the School of

Geeral Studies,hut this was not the same thing.
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oz el of tiEl 14ho am aware of this, laere shocked utel the ads

vertisement continued. I asked some minor administrators of

New York University to make some inquiries about this matter. They

vere most reluctant to do so. Finally I asked one of the deans

vtio called someone at Co Itasbia. The Dean told me that his counter

part could get no information to help us. fie promised to keep on

tryirg.

Then just as suddeAly as it had togun, the advertising changed.

'tie nook of the i.lonth Club continued to take Am page advertise

mew its, but suddenly dropped the claim that this one a Colombia course.

This advertising ha continued, but for years afterwards I would get

an occasional question of what I knew about the "Columbia Bourse".

The questioner was alilaya mused when I answered that there mentt
any- cane I an sure, there are may times that I was not believed.

I later hewed that several of the Univevitylls tmstees had

been very upset about this advertising and had voiced loud and long

objections to it. It was apparently these object.ione that stopped

the claims, Certainly it uas not the inquiry that I had caused to
be made.

The other unforturzate example of commercial exploration and

17mitotion of a questionable matter is that of our old frierd Mrs. 'fbod,

or to be more exact of the organisation that wog her name. I
have been told by people who have investigated this organisation
that she herself has little or nothing to do with it any sere.

That there is a syncicate that now runs it . and, of course, prow

motes it heavily.

The promotion of this organigation is now on a soale that has



never before been s(mn. I, will not o as far as to say that they

are taking over a field of adult reading, bat they are certainly

doing tho biggest bulk of it in many metropolitan areas.

They do this by a hammer toe of advertising that moats to

exist on an. enormous profit. In the New York City area, for

example their advertising makes use of Pall pages in the nowspapere

on a regular baste. Alen they are about to begin a sessi3n they

saturate some or the local radio stations with ac vetrising *soh

hour throughout the day. They have over half a Jason locations

in the New York Cita, areas.and I understand that franehises are

being let an over the country. A magasine article quoted their

'Profits afs 33 OA 1/3 per cent. .4io .you can see the motivation boo.

. hind this effort.
The .elaires are the old familiar ones with very little polish,.

ing- up. Readitz rates are astronomical,: comprehermion ie poorly

defined. Reading is rot defined at all. Skirmainssof course, it

never mentioned. Special skills are not mentioned lin it at all.

The advertising line is effect, the same that per have had to

live with for the past several years.

That such a lino and so much emposur 'goad tend to effect

thole who do not know any better is to be aspectsd, of course,

but its effects have not stopped here. I voself, was shocked a

few years ago to hear a discourse on this matter by a an who is

.vtall known in reading in the No Eastern part of the 'United

Thits man evidently has never appeared at a National. Reading

Cerferenee, are far as know. In any ease Ise witnessed a, demon.

stratien of the atad approach and came away thomughly convinced.



Indeed he rather scornfully compared these numbers to those of

the rest of us Who teach adult reading and sneered it the lower

nuber quoted by those of us Ito, he saidcouse machines".

I was amazed that a man who claimed to be a reading evert

and Uhoe reputation is as fine as his could show such ignorance

of the way in which adults read. Many of you here may have had

immilar experiances but it shocked me. Fortunately this sort

of thing is rare in my experiance and so I do not have to call

it a trend, but simply an unfortunate byb.pooduct of one. I am

relating this experiance to you simply to show what can happen

with a combination of intense advertising and ignorance.

The gentlemen, that I spoke otwould have been a good deal less

astonished, had he taken the trouble to familiarize himself with

some of the research that had been completed at the time he made

the speech. He would have known, for example,. that Dr. Spadhe

had already looked into the claims that had been made and had run

a fine study to see chat was happening. He utilized camera and

comprehemlion checks and found that the average rate of reading of

these people was four hundred to six hundred words Terminate,

with the fastest being about nine hundred words per minute. He

also found that skimming rates ran much higher .m eighteen hundred

to twertyfour hundred words per minute. He concluded definitely

that these were Skimming, because he checked the reading from the

point of view of comprehension as well as that of photographing

eye movements. Dr. Spache did not set out to debunk anyoolesn'

claims, but he showed conclusively that the claims made were

actually those for Skimming.



At abolit the same time other estudies by Taylor and Ude*

reached very mu& the same cotiolusions.

This vas a few years ago. One .vould have hoped that these

studies m14,ao t have started another trend Mi. that of farther investio

gations into the exaot neture of adult reading in order to (dimity
quo5tion8 of this torte After 11 do not know rtiltely as mob

a we should about just Mt happens when a reasenably

gent adult uitts out to read something. And if we don't know what

happens when he roads, we oevlainly oonnot pretend to know what happens

when he sidaso

Thalberg and, Er.er attempted to add see liaht to this .e(t
the 1963 meet.ing of the llatlional reading Conference. Their

findings tended to °anti= those of Spathe. Taylor and Liddle in

that these high epOeds appeared to be sktiminse

In. that same year, an interesting study was pabliShed tity

Stephens and Orem. It attempted to go into the natter of last
what fast reading is. They *hocked a large group of people whoa

aceording to their own *Wm* completed * reeding °curse at speeds

of over fifteen hundred words per minute. The eharaetieristiot of

the people involved *Sy be mimed up as follows

All of th e. people entered the Cour$0 riding at speedo of

over three hundred words per stinate. I think that all of as woad

agree that, by and lane* people to begin readine comes at better
then altfirtfice speeds are likely to end up with faster speeds than

.

others.

They an completed the 00112414 vmading at speeds of over

fifteen hundred -words per minute. littet of us would not claim



results that are thatNhigh.or'at least ve should say that they sere

skimming rather than reading.

They could read at these speeds only in familiar materials

for 4hich they had a good conceptmal bac:kgviand. I think that for

most reading people this would go without saying.

Reading wes a major fora of recreation for ell of theft and

none of them :).-Jalled any difficulty in learning to reed as a Child.

All reported that they were above average in academic achievement.

The next idea is an interesting one and I will quote:

"All of the first readers evidenced good visual memory. A

dependence on visual imagery and a general preference for visual

symbolic experience over the aural". This is an interesting cow

elusion in that ,t motions one of the facets of fast efficient

reading. it brings up two questions:

1) The authors do not give us any details as to bow they dem.

toraine this factor.

2) There seems to be an implication that some people favor

either the visual or the aural. There maybe a good deal

of truth to this. Um:evert many caws have found that

people can have their leis changed from thelAamral to the

visual if the proper teadhing techniques are eMployed

and that the change can go on to a restakaitile degree.

of us would tel that it is a mistake to categorise

readers as either fast or slow without first seeing how

effective such instruction can be.

Coupled with that is a conclusion by Stephens and Oren that

the faster roaders do not require Pinner meaeh" as an essential



elemnt tr, rea01n7 (tinnprethenzion. f. ow they all experienced

smiri of it in reading, even at faster speeds.

This would Check very closely with the experiences of those

of us 14ho spend a great deal of time teacaing adult reading.

know that one of the characteristics of slow reading is excessive

dependence upon inner sraech. We also know t! It the redaction of

this inner Gpeech can contribute a great deal to increased reading

steed, vithout loss of reading comprehension, and we know that

this is a good rapt of many courses in adult reading.

Hore wo have an area that cries out for more research. We

all dcal. with it constantly and yet conflicting claims are made

fc.r the effects of inner speech. Most of us feel that we cut

it doves bet do not eliminate it and that reading speeds up to

eight hundred or-more words per minute are possible with a smaller

amount of inner speech. Mrs. Wood claims that she eliminates it

completely but that it takes a spesitof fifteen hundred words

per minute to do co. She cites no;. research to back this up and

the research thot there is tends to contradict it. All of us

Ilho teach adults to read better would agree on the need for more

erAct and definitive research in this area.

I cannot ray mhat form, this research should take. New

procedures will have to be developped; 401117 instruments will have

to be used. The research may require the assistance of neurologists

and psyChaiatrists. It will certainly call for new, bold and

imaginattve ideas. But it should be done and X shoed like to

be able to stand here two or three years from now and be able to

say that such work is in progress, and is a strong trend in adult



roading.

An even more startling result was reported by the Aisne to
They claim the followings

"...all reported that they read parts of severel lines as they

went across the pag lthe did not need to observe thetsequenee
of speech*.

will not attempt to pass judgement on this elate, particularly

Abes no investigation of this elan has been done to establish and

to prove or disprove its possibility. Many of us would feel that

the claim is nonsense, nevertheless; there it is. It should be ine

vnstigated thoroughly.

The conolusionsttbat were readied at the end of this study

are two fold. %hue us mould disagree with the first, but I

think that no one mould quarrel with the second.

The first cnolusion is that there is a significant proportion
of the population in the United States who can road at speeds in

*moose of fifteen hundred words per mute. This is aA conclusion

with via& many of us would disagree.

The second conclusion is that the nature of this phenomenon de.

serves attention and study. With this no one mould have any quarrel.

Let us hope that more such studies come along in the near fature.
A more recent study by Florence Shale was reported in the

Journal of Reading for April 1965. It say mellbe useful in helping

us to understand the claims that we frequently bear these days. Her
-object in this study was tb-Oheck methods of what she called

"verLical reading" and by tido she meant any reading in which the

oyes do not move borizontaly across the line. This, of course, in,
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ciudod moec of air skimming techniques as we think of thorn today.

ho divide0 the various skimmiAg tochniwee into three parts.

Two of them she galled "directed" skimming p.id she reeled to one

of than as anoit directed" skinning. Directed skinning consisted

of the two tredbitional approaches as most of us think of Ina.

These arms

1) Reading oily selected parts of the material with the object

of obtainking the highlights only.

2) Reading 1;4/y the material in skids one is interested. This
_,*

is aleci/Xnown to many of us as "scanning.

Her stisiy ad,ded nothing to 'that in do not already know about

our direAio'nal 'skimming and scanning techniques.

Ily"non direked" skinning she means the practice of readiag

down the midd1e,..of Afte gage. This, of course, i© mat Spat*. and
,

Taylor refer to when they report that Mrs. Tgoodos technioes

amounted to skimating. She reports that for most people this is

possible only the column, as printed, is not more than 1.25 inches

wide. Such ni width may be characteristic of many newspaper columns

but certainly not of'imost printed material. Florence Shales

study seems, therefore, to agree with all previous studien Ithich

would tend to istiow that reading speeds much in excess of sight

hundred words or minute are not reading but skinaing.and that the
/1

advertising 944' says otherwise is a disservice to people. It
;

is highly doubtAil, however, that she can do much to correct this
/

trend.. We *all simply have to continue our of work in our owil

way. We can only hope that the public will eventually booms dilly.

Toolth outrageous claims, while not giving up the idea of



ixaprovement altogethe....

There is another urea in adult reading rich shows sign;

of being an encouraging trend, and that is the area of reading

programs for business and industrial concerns. As we know,

business arK4 indurtry has bean interested trt readirQ prsgreas for

a rood ple.ny years now, and has been quits active in its use of all

kinds of programs. This includes programs from people like ours

aves, packaged devices from oommercia firms, the oompanes

instructors, and just about overt

rorn of irAruction there.1 is. ike of three years ago, a study pry

twnted by r..?. Patterson at this conference showed that almost half

of all companies had tried reading impeevement programs over a

four year period. Half of these companies bad programs in effect

at the time the study was made.

Judging from the experience of New To* University within

the New York metropolitan area, the number seems to be growing

The University was one of the first to 2W1 reading pro-

; rams for business and industry anyidtere in the country. Its

ex,eriance would suggest that there is a great deal still to be

done in this field and that other institutions should make de

ternined efforts to do such programs for business and industrial

finis their area, if they are permitted to do so.

ge may reasonably suppose, Y think, that business and inr

due try should have a better record than the genera public in its

choice of educational programs. It should be let's subject to high

-,11.4.re a r Lio ing and rodiculous claims, and in general it is.
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Business and industry generally have facilities for Checking the

wlue of ompeting educational establishments in advance of sous

mitting the o.zolves to any program, and they frequently

d7) Nst that. I have known of oases Where giant corporations in

the Wiw York area sent men to take reading courses in all available

institutionz. It\ on case that I know of, three an were sent

to each establishment and each one submitted written reports to the

training director. He then prooeeded to canting this report with

information that he was abilet to obtain from the organisation thews

selves, after Which he decided Which one of the programs he would use.

7n this particular case the investigation lead to a program that

began in 1961 and is still continuing. The program is for one of

the larger insurance companies, which has its headquarters in

New York City.

It would seem reasonable to expect such activity on the part°

of any good training director. After all, he is usually a man with

a background, not only in personnel work, but also in education.

He should, and usually does make it his business toliinow what is

happening in each of the fields that concern him, and he oertainly
has the facilities to get the information that he needs. Be should

b© much harder to fool Ulan the general public, and our experience

at New York Vniversity tends to show that he is.

Of course, there aro exceptions to this. There was an un-

fortunate case of a major oil company where the training director

apparently swallowed the advertising without investigation. This

partlerdlar director was warned by his colleagues of other companies
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that ho was making a hip; mistake, but did not change his mind.

In a wilco of as sort it iv frustrating to latch that happens but

one Oars never be taro of the pressures that may exist. The feet

that this particular director did not investigate *1.1 that was

available anc) ne)t report tb the' firm would, stiRgert that he

may not have had much choice in the matter. IneVitably t&s is one

of the hazzamb that is involved in dealing with large companies.

Occasionally a vice president or a president may overrule a

knowledgable training director, to the detriment of the company.

till our oncrioricmce with b-asineeS and industry at New To* Unto

N.q?-rvity 41',,thlr'',,A)).1, year period has been aneenoouraging one.

We began 4th programs for such pioneer organizations as the

Federal Reserve Bank of New To*, and the Port of New Ye* Autheritar.

These consisted of bOth reading improvement programs and clerical

perception prvipeses and both were quite successful. As of now,

both these programs continue to run. The Port of New YoT1c Authorit7

does so on its own and the Federal Reserve Bank still calls in the

University.

In those days the programa Were taught by either an instruetor

or supervisor at the Reading Institute of New To* University,

simply as an extra chore. something that he did in addition to

his regular duties, usually for an extra fee. But over the years

the number of programs requested of the University increased to

the point :sere a supervisor was appointed 'whose jobs worst

1) to teach the business and industry programs and 2) to administer

the Rpading Iaprovenionts for Adults, that is run in the evening

hours, and that is open to the general public. I myself was asked



thiv ne.Plition in 1956, after I had returned firs t an in.

Oustri,sa rtlin.:; program for the rettion picture) industry in Southern

California -- a Twogram that bad occupied my time for half a year.

At the time I came into this position it was just starting

to move alolvi. The programs wcre still the exclusive province of

the Reiviing Institute and were under its administrative staff.

Generally speaking I was permitted to run then as I saw fit. But

from time to time peculiar pressures and situations cans along

that resulted from the fact that the Reading Institute is, after

sal, e. reriedial rJlading institution. Those pressures were not serious,

iwytorfav $n6, 19% to 1961 the program grew to swill an extent

that -While one man could still handle it, he had little time for

anything else.

In 1961 it came to the attention of the Dean of Extension

Services at the New York University that the Reading Improvement

Program for Altd.11633 and Industry was not than making full use of the

resources of the University and it was not making full use of an

office that had long existed Whose purpose was to estehlieh and

administer educational programs of all kinds to business and in.

dustry. The Dean set up a reading program for business and industrial

concerns Tpihich combined the facilities of the Reading Institute and

the University office of Special Services to Business and Industry.

Pram 1961 to 1966 these programs were run by the two offices jnintly.

1 still continued to do most of the teaching, but had help mien the

occasion determined it. For this help we drew on the staff of the

l'zading Institute.

The program entinued to grow to a pint where the present peen,



the School of Continuing Education felt that another .administr

tine .ohange was advisable. Tone ux1 that end. he ..recentlilitetattoft.4
ti

the vw4a ::,1-,Ikator of Rea-t3 3t/x-vicetF, !*()): 12usiness and

Industry as part or the University Office of Special Ser
4y100s

.Ay,
business and im-Iustry. This is the position that I now hold aad

at its creation, it was hoped that this would fUrther expand

the progrem tothe point where an independent ananieation would be

required to administer it.

Uhether this will prove to be the ease or not is not yet clear,
since the position was only created this fill. But let us hope,
that -..tick ever way it goes, it will prove to be a trend,in
reading improvement programs. Of course, reading progrsme should

come from colleges and universiti,oz, but of course, we do not have

the advertising budget to keep up with private organisations.

Indeed most universities do not have an office That is set up to
run programs for business and industrial lipturrm as new Yoe< Uni

varsity has, and this, of coarse, ravut limit movement this dift
rection.

Still a great deal can be done to extend our influence in adult
reading. We must, however, become reasonably aggressive to do ea, and

this is extremely difficult for many of ustto do. It should be
clone, however, if we are going to continue an essentially healthy
trend.

I would hope that the next report on Trends in Adult 'Beading

Will report a greatly expanded influence of such organisations,


